Leaders have taken us to war for insane reasons
The elite profit from war
The poor pay the highest price for war
There are better alternatives to war

The Insanity
Killing for land
Killing for resources
Killing for glory
That mutually assured annihilation is the only way to prevent attack
How can everyone’s cause be noble?
How can God be on everyone’s side?

The Lies
War is inevitable
War is in our nature
Other people are evil
War is noble and glorious

The Fear & Hatred
Fear and hatred affects our psyches
Fear and hatred shapes our culture
Fear and hatred accumulates in our bodies
Fear and hatred manifests in our society as violence

The Immorality
Death
Dismemberment
Multi-generational emotional damage
Rape
Disease
 Destruction
Starvation
Refugees
Environmental Damage

The Theft
From
Healthcare
Education
Infrastructure
Environment
Poverty
Homelessness
Democracy

There never was a good war or a bad peace.
Benjamin Franklin

Let’s Bury War So That We Can Rest In Peace!